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Abstract

Autonomous Lagrangian profilers are now widely used as measurement and monitoring platforms, notably
in observation programs as Argo. In a typical mode of operation, the profilers drift passively at their
parking depth before making a vertical profile to go back to the surface. This paper presents simple
and computationally-efficient control strategies to actively select and use ocean currents so that a profiler
can autonomously reach a desired destination. After briefly presenting a typical profiler and possible
mechanical modifications for a coastal environment, we introduce simple mathematical models for the
profiler and the currents it will use. We then present simple feedback controllers that, using the direction
of the currents and taking into account the configuration of the environment (coastal or deep-sea), is
able to steer the profiler to any desired horizontal location. To illustrate the approach, a few results are
presented using both simulated currents and real current velocity profiles from the North Sea.

Keywords: Lagrangian profilers, underwater vehicles, underactuated systems, sector-of-sight controllers,
ocean currents.

1 Introduction

Monitoring the oceans is a matter of primary impor-
tance, not only for ongoing research related to global
warming, but also for other activities such as oceano-
graphic studies, the fishing industry, and military op-
erations. For many of them, a number of different pa-
rameters such as temperature and salinity are regularly
measured over time and at different locations around
the globe. Among the means available to obtain these
measurements, autonomous Lagrangian profilers such
as the ALACE (Davis et al., 1992), the PROVOR
(Loaec et al., 1998) or the NEMO floats (see Figure
1) have been widely used in different observation pro-
grams such as the Argo Project (Freeland et al., 2009).

Typically, a profiling drifter, or simply called float,

takes measurements at different depths along vertical
profiles by controlling its depth with an external blad-
der connected to a hydraulic pump. In open waters,
drifters are also used to measure horizontal velocities
of subsurface ocean currents by “parking” the drifter
at a depth where the current is located, letting it drift
passively along with it, and then compute the current
velocity from the distance between the location of the
initial dive and the resurfacing of the drifter a few days
later (Roemmich et al., 2004). This mode of transport
is also very energy-efficient, as the profilers can travel
great distances at a low energy cost, only using the
power provided by batteries to change their depths,
until these batteries eventually run out and the profil-
ers are lost at sea.

An important part of the cost of operating profil-
ing floats is coming from deployment from ships, since
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Figure 1: Launching of a NEMO profiler (courtesy of OPTIMARE).

the profilers typically need to be launched at specific
locations. In order to allow for more flexibility in de-
ployment, different types of missions, as well as possi-
ble recovery for reusability, this paper proposes con-
trol strategies for profilers so that they are able to
autonomously “piggy-back” ocean currents to achieve
horizontal displacement. Specifically, we go one step
further than the above-mentioned passive mode of
transport whereby the profiler will actively select a cur-
rent, or park at the depth where it is located, provided
the current lies in the general direction of the desired
destination. Our feedback controllers ensure that, us-
ing the knowledge of the current direction combined
with the profiler horizontal position, the profiler will
eventually reach a neighborhood of any desired desti-
nation, provided a few mild but realistic assumptions
are made on the structure of the currents.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After
this introduction, we give in section 2 a brief descrip-
tion of a typical profiler, with a focus on the exter-
nal bladder responsible for vertical motion. We will
also consider mechanisms that, in a coastal environ-
ment scenario, will allow the profiler to stay put on
a relatively shallow sea floor until the direction of the
tidal current is considered as acceptable. Then, we
will introduce a simple mathematical description of
the system (i.e. the profiler and the currents) in order
to represent its 3 Degrees of Freedom (DOF) motion.
Section 3 will be dedicated to the feedback controllers

themselves, each one corresponding to a particular en-
vironment. We first propose a feedback controller for a
drifter evolving in a coastal environment, i.e. with rel-
atively shallow depths, where oscillating tidal currents
are tapped for transport, similarly to energy-efficient
locomotion strategies used by some marine animals,
grouped under the term Selective Tidal-Stream Trans-
port (see Forward and Tankersley (2001)). We show
mathematically that the system in closed-loop, i.e. the
profiler controlled by the proposed algorithm, will con-
verge in finite time to a finite region around the cho-
sen destination point. Our second scenario considers a
deep-sea environment with several layers, where each
current layer has a different direction. To illustrate the
potential of our approach, test results of a simulation of
our system using actual current velocity profiles from
the North Sea are briefly discussed in Section 4. Fi-
nally, a few concluding remarks end the paper. Earlier
versions of some parts of the present paper appeared
in Jouffroy et al. (2011).

2 Profiler description and
mathematical modeling

Roughly speaking, an autonomous Lagrangian profiler
is a float whose buoyancy can be adjusted, principally
by using an external bladder situated at the bottom of
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Figure 2: Schematic of a NEMO float (courtesy of
OPTIMARE).

the profiler (see Figure 2). This bladder is inflated with
hydraulic fluid coming from a pump, thus increasing
volume and buoyancy, resulting in turn in the vehicle
going upwards. Inversely, a decrease in volume results
in the drifter diving until it reaches a depth where it is
neutrally buoyant again.

Since the vehicle is not actuated horizontally, its pla-
nar motion is only driven by horizontal ocean currents.
In the context of a deep-sea environment, several layers
of relatively constant currents with different magnitude
and direction can be present, each layer depending on
the depth. Hence, horizontal motion towards a desti-
nation can simply achieved, with the profiler parking
at the right depth and use the current as a kind of
conveyor belt. In a coastal scenario however, and with
relatively shallow depths of up to 100-200 meters, the
means of transportation consists mostly of one layer
of oscillating and therefore time-varying tidal currents,
which result in the profiler going around in circles, or
in horizontal corkscrew-like trajectories if the tidal cur-
rents are superposed with a constant main current.

In this case, a simple idea is to use the seabed as a
means to slow down, or even stop the profiler when the
direction of the oscillating current is not satisfactory.
Two possible mechanisms can be used in this regard.

The first one, proposed in André et al. (2010), con-
sists of anti-drift clamp or claw-like pikes placed at the
bottom of the profiler (see illustration of the “clamp
model” in Figure 3) that will allow the latter to cling
to the seabed and stop entirely. However, such a mech-
anism might lose its efficiency in situations where the
seabed soil is too hard for the clamps to grip. Hence, as
an alternative, a second solution is a simple device ap-
pended to the profiler to significantly increase friction
with the seabed–and therefore slow down the horizon-
tal motion of the profiler. The device could consist of
a simple weight attached to the profiler with a rope, or
one or several chains with pikes to increase friction fur-
ther (this “weight model” is also represented in Figure
3).

In order to try different scenarios (coastal and deep-
sea), a simulator was designed using a mathematical
model of the dynamics of a profiler subject to horizon-
tal currents. When the profiler evolves freely in open
waters (i.e. without any contact with a seabed), a sim-
ple 3DOF translational model can be expressed as

mxẍ+ dx(ẋ− uc(z, t)) = 0 (1)

my ÿ + dy(ẏ − vc(z, t)) = 0 (2)

mz z̈ + dz ż = G(t) (3)

where x, y, z are standard notations representing the
north-east-down coordinates, represented in Figure 3
(see also Fossen (2002)), mx, my, mz are inertia param-
eters, while dx, dy, dz account for the damping of the
system. Depth and time-dependent signals uc(z, t) and
vc(z, t) represent the horizontal ocean currents, which
will be specified later, according to whether the profiler
is in a coastal or deep-sea scenario. Note that in the
above model, we assume no vertical current. Variable
G(t) is the force created by the added effects of gravity,
buoyancy, including the one for the actuated bladder.
Obviously, the amplitude of the force determines the
profiler going up or down.

In the coastal scenario, the dynamics of the profiler
motion will obviously change upon reaching the seabed,
also depending on which braking mechanism is used.
Indeed, for the clamp/claw mechanism, eq. (1) and (2)
are changed into zero velocities, while (3) is replaced
with

mz z̈ + dz ż = G(t) + Fseabed(t), ż(0) = 0 (4)

where Fseabed(t) represents the interaction between
the clamp and the seabed. When G(t) is positive,
Fseabed(t) is negative and equal in magnitude, while
if G(t) is negative, Fseabed(t) will act as a stiction rep-
resented by the clamp mechanism, i.e. the magnitude
of G(t) should be increased until it overcomes the max-
imum amplitude of Fseabed(t) when the latter is posi-
tive. The force Fseabed(t) disappears as z(t) decreases
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Figure 3: Profiler “braking” mechanisms and
coordinates.

again and the profiler leaves the seabed, and the model
changes back to (3).

For the so-called weight mechanism model, the dy-
namics in z while on the seabed are similar. However,
the horizontal velocities do not change so abruptly. In-
stead, additional Coulomb friction forces fx and fy ap-
pear on the right-hand side of (1) and (2) as the mech-
anism touches the seabed.

For the ocean currents in a coastal environment,
we opted for a simple time-varying model to rep-
resent the corkscrew-like horizontal trajectories fol-
lowed by profilers, although more complex tidal current
model structures can be used (see for example Walters
(1987)). Indeed, and similarly to Hill (1994), uc(z, t)
and vc(z, t) are written as

uc(z, t) = uc(t) = u0 + C cos(2πf.t) (5)

vc(z, t) = vc(t) = v0 + C sin(2πf.t) (6)

where u0,v0 represent a mean current, while C stands
for the amplitude of the tidal current oscillation. If this
current could be seen as being too regular, not taking
into account spatial and time variations, note however
that, as will be seen in the next section, the assump-
tions we used for proving the stability of our controller
are valid for a much wider class of time-varying cur-
rents.

For the deep-sea case, the currents, that we assume
to be stationary and write uc(z) and vc(z), are simply
modeled as if-then-else conditions, in which the depth
decides on the magnitude and direction of the current.

Flood tide Ebb tide Ebb tide Flood tide 

Figure 4: Diagram of blue crab post-larvae migration
using Selective Tidal-Stream Transport.

3 Sector-of-sight feedback
controllers

3.1 Coastal scenario

Interestingly, a number of marine animals actively use
tidal currents to spread or migrate to different loca-
tions, such as spawning areas or feeding grounds. In
marine biology, such strategies are referred to as Se-
lective Tidal-Stream Transport, or STST (see Forward
and Tankersley (2001); Gibson (2003)). For example,
blue crab post-larvae swim up in the water column at
flooding tide in order to go upstream in estuaries (see
Welch and Forward (1978) and Figure 4). Using cues
such as salinity and turbulence, they stay in the wa-
ter column until the current speed decreases and then
start descending to the bottom. As another example,
the adult plaice, living on continental shelves, migrate
to feeding areas after spawning by traveling in a specific
direction using tidal transport (Forward and Tankers-
ley, 2001). In some sense, it can then be argued that
our control algorithm captures the same behavior as
the plaice’s migration strategy. In Weihs (1978), it is
shown that tidal stream transport is energetically more
efficient than constant swimming with, in some cases,
up to 90% in energy savings.

In order to save on computer power, thereby saving
energy further, our feedback algorithm should be as
simple as possible for the embedded computer. Thus,
for control design, we will use a discrete-time sys-
tem representing the dynamics of a Lagrangian pro-
filer with a very low sampling frequency. The motion
we are interested in being linked with the period of
tides (around 12 hours), a sampling period of several
minutes is sufficient. This also allows for a low con-
sumption for computation on the embedded computer,
which can be in sleep mode most of the time. Finally,
it can easily be shown that the mathematical model of
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section 2 can be approximated by the following system

X(k + 1) = X(k) +Xc(k).u(k) (7)

where X(k) represents the horizontal position of the
profiler at a sampled instant, and Xc(k) is the incre-
mental displacement induced by the current between
two iterations when the profiler is evolving on the sur-
face. Variable u(k) is a control input taking values 0 or
1, and representing the depth of the profiler. If u = 0,
the profiler is on the seabed, u = 1 means the profiler
is moving freely at the surface. In eq. (7), X(k) and
Xc(k) are horizontal vectors and are represented by
complex numbers, i.e. for exampleX(k) = x(k)+i.y(k)
for the profiler position (see also Jouffroy and Opder-
becke (2007) for a similar use of a complex setting in
underwater navigation).

On a more control-theoretic perspective, note that
it is the very presence of disturbances, as represented
by the currents, that allows for the system (7) to be
controllable. In this respect, we can therefore infer
that despite its relative simplicity, model (7) represents
the behavior of a profiler accurately enough for our
purposes.

As alluded to in the introduction, the main and sim-
ple idea for the controller is that if the tidal current
direction lies within the general direction of the desti-
nation (which we first assume to be the origin), then
we let the float surface and let it be carried away by
the current. Otherwise, it should stay put and wait
for a better opportunity. More specifically, we define
“general direction” as a sector around the line-of-sight
(LOS) (see Healey and Lienard (1993) and Fossen et al.
(2003) for references on control using the line-of-sight
concept) between the actual horizontal position of the
profiler and the destination point. This sector, of cen-
ter X(k) and central angle 2θL, will in the following
be referred to as sector-of-sight. Hence our stabiliz-
ing controller based on the sector-of-sight concept is
expressed by the following algorithm

θlos(k) = arg(−X(k)) (8)

θ(k) = arg(e−iθlos(k).Xc(k)) (9)

if − θL ≤ θ(k) ≤ θL then

u(k) = 1

else

u(k) = 0

end (10)

where θL is a constant belonging to the interval ]0, π/3].
If the above algorithm will make the profiler aim for the
origin of the horizontal plane, note that it can easily
be modified to accommodate other target/destination
points XT by replacing eq. (8) with

θlos(k) = arg(XT −X(k))

Without loss of generality, and for the sake of clarity,
we will however assume that XT = 0.

We will now proceed to proving that with this simple
algorithm, the closed-loop system converges in finite
time to a neighborhood around the origin. However, it
is intuitively clear that the size of this neighborhood,
as well, as the time it will take the profiler to reach
it will depend on the amplitude and other mathemati-
cal properties such as direction, frequency of the tidal
currents.

In order to account for as many tidal current vari-
ations as possible, as well as allow the possibility for
the profiler to travel in all directions, we define a few
(mild) restrictions on the current evolution. These are
gathered in the Assumption below.

Assumption 1 Let R be a strictly positive constant.
For all k ≥ k0, current variable Xc(k) is upper
bounded, i.e.

‖Xc(k)‖ ≤ r̄ (11)

where r̄ is a constant such that 0 < r̄ < R. Further-
more, there exist a constant T ∈ N and at least one
instant k′ ∈ [k, k + T ], such that, for all k ≥ k0, the
following inequalities are verified

− θL ≤ θ(k′) ≤ θL (12)

and
r ≤ ‖Xc(k

′)‖ (13)

where r is a constant such that 0 < r ≤ r̄.

Inequalities (12) and (13) ensure that when the cur-
rent has the general direction of the target point (in our
case, the origin of the plane), its amplitude is sufficient
to make it progress toward the target at reasonable
velocity. Inequality (11), requiring that any current
vector is upper bounded by a constant value, is very
mild and easy to satisfy.

Note that Assumption 1 allows to have currents that
are more general in their description than usually-
described tidal current approximations (see for exam-
ple eq. (5)-(6) or Hill (1994)), thus taking into account
erratic behaviors or uncertainties in the current direc-
tion and amplitude.

We are now ready to state the following result prov-
ing the convergent behavior of sector-of-sight feedback
controller (8)-(10). Note that because of the con-
straints imposed by the oscillatory nature of tidal cur-
rents, the proof can be seen as having an underlying
“averaging” tone, and some parts are indeed close in
spirit to some studies on time-varying nonlinear sys-
tems (see for example Aeyels and Peuteman (1998);
Teel et al. (1999)).
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Theorem 1 Under Assumption 1, for all X(k0) ∈ R2

(or C), there exists a time k1 ≥ T such that the so-
lution X(k) of closed-loop system (7)-(10) verifies the
following inequalities

‖X(k)‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ḡ
(
k − k0 − T
T + 1

)
,∀k|k0+T ≤ k ≤ k1

(14)
‖X(k)‖ ≤ R,∀k ≥ k1 (15)

where ḡ is a strictly negative and real constant.

Proof. We begin by proving that if ‖X(k1)‖ ≤ R,
then ‖X(k)‖ ≤ R for all k ≥ k1. If current Xc(k) is
not in the “right” direction, then u(k) = 0 and

X(k + 1) = X(k) (16)

If sector condition (10) is verified, then

X(k + 1) = X(k) +Xc(k)

Since, from the controller algorithm equations (8)-(10),
θ(k) is the angle between vectors −X(k) and Xc(k),
then application of the law of cosines gives

‖X(k + 1)‖2 = ‖X(k)‖2 + ‖Xc(k)‖2

−2 ‖X(k)‖ . ‖Xc(k)‖ cos θ(k)(17)

Since, from algorithm (8)-(10), −π/3 ≤ θ(k) ≤ π/3,
then 1/2 ≤ cos θ(k), and eq. (17) transforms into the
following inequality

‖X(k + 1)‖2 ≤ ‖X(k)‖2+‖Xc(k)‖2−‖X(k)‖ . ‖Xc(k)‖
(18)

Then, rewrite the right-hand side term of (18) as

f(α, β) := α2 + β2 − αβ (19)

where α := ‖X(k)‖ and β := ‖Xc(k)‖. Using basic
results from multivariable calculus, we can see that for
all α, β ∈ [0, R], we have

f(α, β) ≤ R2 (20)

Hence, using (18) into (20) and considering Assump-
tion 1, we have that

‖X(k + 1)‖ ≤ R (21)

when ‖X(k)‖ ≤ R and r ≤ ‖Xc(k)‖ ≤ r̄. Fi-
nally, considering (16) and (21), and assuming that
‖X(k1)‖ ≤ R, (15) is proven by induction. We are
now turning our attention to proving inequality (14).
To do so, first define the function g(·, ·) as

g(α, β) =
√
f(α, β)− α (22)

for which we assume this time that α ∈ [R,+∞[ and
β ∈ [r, r̄]. A simple computation on the derivative of
g with respect to α shows that g(α, β) is strictly de-
creasing in α ∈ [R,+∞[, for all fixed β ∈ [r, r̄]. Hence
the maximum of g lies on the curve

g(R, β) =
√
R2 + β2 −Rβ −R (23)

Since the term under the square root is an “upward”
parabola in β, the maximum of function g(R, β) will
be on the limits of interval [r, r̄], which in turn implies
that the maximum ḡ of g(α, β) is expressed as

ḡ =
√

max(r2 − rR, r̄2 − r̄R) +R2 −R (24)

It can easily be proven that β2−Rβ is strictly negative
for all β ∈ [r, r̄]. Hence ḡ is a strictly negative constant.
From (18)-(19), when there is a current in the right
direction, we have

‖X(k′ + 1)‖ ≤
√
f(‖X(k′)‖ , ‖Xc(k′)‖)

which, using (22) and bound (24), leads to

‖X(k′ + 1)‖ − ‖X(k′)‖ ≤ ḡ

Hence, when ‖X(k′)‖ > R, it is decreasing at least once
on the interval [k, k + T ], according to Assumption 1.
This means that we have

‖X(k0 + T + 1)‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ ḡ (25)

on the interval [k0 +T + 1, k0 + 2T + 1], and, assuming
only one instant with the current in the right direction,
we have, for the last instant on this interval,

‖X(k0 + 2T + 1)‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ ḡ

Following the same reasoning, we hence obtain

‖X(k0 + l(T + 1) + T )‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ lḡ (26)

for the last instant of interval [k0 + l(T + 1), k0 + l(T +
1) + T ], with l ∈ N∗. On the following interval, we
obviously obtain

‖X(k0 + l(T + 1) + T + T + 1)‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ lḡ + ḡ
(27)

Now, by proceeding to a simple interpolation-like
method for instants between k0 + l(T + 1) + T and
k0 + l(T + 1) + T + T + 1 for (26) and (27), we have
the new inequality

‖X(k0 + l(T + 1) + T + j)‖ ≤ ‖X(k0)‖+ lḡ +
j

T + 1
ḡ

(28)
where j ∈ N. One can check that when j = 0 we obtain
(26), while when j = T + 1, we have (27). Finally,
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Figure 5: Discrete-time simulation illustrating the con-
vergence behavior of Theorem 1.

proceeding to the change of variable k := k0 + l(T +
1) + T + j, eq. (28) is changed into (14). It remains
to prove the existence of time k1, beyond which X(k)
will stay in a ball of radius R around the origin. To do
so, use inequality (14) to define

v(k) := ‖X(k0)‖+ ḡ

(
k − k0 + T

T + 1

)
,∀k ≥ k0 + T

and obtain the “theoretic” time kc at which we have
v(kc) = R, which is given by

kc =
T + 1

|ḡ|
(‖X(k0)‖ −R) + k0 + T

However, since kc is real and ‖X(k)‖ ≤ v(k), and esti-
mate of k1 can be written as

k1 ≤ dkce (29)

where d·e is the ceiling function. Note that if
‖X(k0)‖ ≤ R, we simply have k1 = k0 + T . Hence,
inequality (29) shows that X(k) converges to the ball
of radius R around the origin in finite time.

To illustrate our approach, we simulated discrete-
time dynamics (7), together with sector-of-sight con-
troller (8)-(10), with X(0) = −100 + i.100, θL = π/3,
XT = 0, and

Xc(k) = (−1+8 cos(k.π/4))+i.(1+8 sin(k.π/4)) (30)

Equation (30) implies that we have the bounds r =
8−
√

2 and r̄ = 8+
√

2 required to fulfill Assumption 1.
The result of the simulation is shown in Figure 5, where
it can be seen that the horizontal trajectory X(k) of
the profiler (in blue) converges to a circle of radius R >
8 +
√

2 (in red) and eventually stays there, according
to Theorem 1.

3.2 Deep-sea scenario

As an extension to the above algorithm, it is also pos-
sible to consider other kinds of scenarios. Of particu-
lar importance are deep-sea cases where several super-
posed layers of currents co-exist in the environment.
In this situation, the currents are generally of constant
amplitude and direction.

In the following, we hence consider the scenario of a
profiler navigating into an ocean with three layers of
currents, for which we approximate model (1)-(2) as

X(k + 1) = X(k) +Xc(u(k)) (31)

where X(k) and Xc(·) still represent the profiler’s hor-
izontal position and the current-induced incremental
displacement, respectively. However, compared to the
coastal scenario and eq. (7), Xc(·) is this time a func-
tion of u(k), which represents the depth of the pro-
filer, or more accurately the label of each current layer.
Hence control input u(k) will take the values {1, 2, 3},
while Xc(·) is expressed as

Xc(u) =

 Xc1 if u = 1
Xc2 if u = 2
Xc3 if u = 3

(32)

where Xc1, Xc2 and Xc3 are constant vectors such that
they span the plane positively, i.e. any point in the
plane can be expressed as α1Xc1 + α2Xc2 + α3Xc3,
where α1, α2, α3 are positive numbers.

The idea behind designing a feedback controller
steering the profiler to the origin can be presented in
a way quite similar to the coastal scenario. Indeed,
we check whether each current vector Xci belongs or
not to a sector-of-sight. However, since several vectors
might fulfill this condition, a logic is needed to select
only one vector, resulting in the profiler going to a par-
ticular current layer. Hence, a stabilizing controller for
the deep-sea scenario would be

θlos(k) = arg(−X(k)) (33)

θ1(k) = arg(e−iθlos(k).Xc1(k)) (34)

θ2(k) = arg(e−iθlos(k).Xc2(k)) (35)

θ3(k) = arg(e−iθlos(k).Xc3(k)) (36)

if − θL ≤ θ1(k) ≤ θL then (37)

u(k) = 1

else if− θL ≤ θ2(k) ≤ θL then

u(k) = 2

else

u(k) = 3

end (38)
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where the logic for choosing only one vector in this
algorithm simply consists in taking the first vector be-
longing to the sector-of-sight, as expressed in if-then-
else condition (37)-(38). Note that it is obviously pos-
sible to define other ways to choose the current layer
used by the profiler. For example, one could also take
the vector Xci whose heading is the closest to the line-
of-sight. Note that, in this case and because of the
assumption on the currents spanning the plane posi-
tively, one could totally dispense with checking whether
these vectors belong to the sector-of-sight. Indeed, af-
ter computing the angles of these vectors with respect
to the line-of-sight as in eq. (33)-(36), if-then-else con-
dition (37)-(38) is replaced with

Θ = [|θ1| , |θ2| , |θ3|]T (39)

u = arg min(Θ) (40)

However, the main idea of using currents that are in the
general direction of the destination remains the same.
Using a reasoning similar to the one used in Theorem
1, it is possible to show that the above algorithm makes
the system converge in finite time to a neighborhood
around the origin.

Finally, note that the sector-of-sight perspective al-
lows for many extensions/modifications. As an exam-
ple, consider the fact that algorithm (33)-(36)-(39)-(40)
might, under certain conditions, lead to excessive en-
ergy spending due to rapid changes of layer, which is
indeed possible at each iteration. Then, introducing a
memory effect in the form of a unit delay, allows the
previously chosen current later to be kept as the direc-
tion of transport, until it is not acceptable anymore.
A simulation result of this controller with memory ef-
fect is shown in Figure 6, with current layers Xc1 =
2i + 2, Xc2 = −2i and Xc3 = 2i. All trajectories
converge to the origin, with a relatively low number of
course changes, corresponding to less changes of depth.

4 Redeployment scenario in a
coastal environment

The full hybrid model (1)-(4) and the sector-of-sight
feedback controller (8)-(10) were also tested using ac-
tual current data (direction and strength) from the
North Sea. The data was measured with an AADI
RCM-9-LW current meter, located at the test area
ODAS (N54◦59′50′′,E7◦54′30′′), situated at 16 nauti-
cal miles west of the island of Sylt in Germany. The
current meter was placed at 8m above the seabed, or
approximatively 15m of water depth at low tide level,
and recorded data every 10 minutes from March to Oc-
tober 2006. Figure 7 shows the tidal current distribu-
tion and evolution over 5 days. Although the current
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Figure 6: Simulation results of the sector-of-sight feed-
back controller for deep-sea scenario, with
memory effect.

samples seem to be distributed around the origin, an
integration of these show a mean current with an am-
plitude of 3.2cm/s, with a mean direction indicated by
the black arrow.

In order to test the behavior of the feedback con-
troller, we simulated a scenario whereby the profiler
starts from a specific location (i.e. where it was as-
sumed to be first deployed) before transitioning or re-
deploying itself to two new waypoints before going back
to its initial location. These three waypoints are ar-
ranged in a triangular pattern. A simple switching al-
gorithms tells the sector-of-sight controller which way-
point to aim for (see also Fossen et al. (2003)). When
the profiler is within a circle of acceptance of the cur-
rent waypoint, the next waypoint is given to the feed-
back controller by the switching algorithm.

The model and controller were implemented in Mat-
lab/Simulink and represented graphically in a 3D en-
vironment using Simulink 3D Animation. A capture
of the animation for a simulation run with the clamp
mechanism can be seen in Figure 8, where the profiler
initial location is at the bottom of the picture, goes in
a few dives to the waypoint in the upper left corner,
continues to the right to the second waypoint before
coming back to its initial location. The blue arrow in
the left corner of the picture represents the current di-
rection, while the red bars represent the current sector-
of-sight. From this figure, we can see that, depending
on the orientation of the mean current, it takes more

8
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Figure 8: Trajectory of the profiler (clamp mechanism) in a 3-D virtual environment.

or less dives to travel from one waypoint to another.

In Figure 9 is represented a trajectory for the same
kind of scenario, this time applied to a profiler model
with a weight mechanism. Note the slight drifting
of the profiler when parked on the seabed (at depth
−50m). Obviously, an insufficient friction of the mech-
anism would induce too much drifting, leading to an
inability of the profiler to go against the mean current.

5 Concluding remarks

This article proposed feedback control strategies for au-
tonomous Lagrangian profilers, so that a profiler can
actively use currents to go to any desired destination,
provided the local current structure allows to go in
all directions. Despite their simplicity, these strategies
were mathematically shown to converge to a neighbor-
hood of the chosen destination, even when this desti-
nation is against the mean current direction.

Current research is dedicated to the consideration
of more scenarios, in particular in a deep-sea envi-
ronment, modifications of the proposed algorithms to-
wards a decrease in the number of dives to save further
energy, and full-scale experimental testing.
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